
SUMMARY OF MATERIAL MODIFICATIONS
TO THE

PLAN DOCUMENT AND SUMMARY PLAN DESCRIPTION
OF THE

LB.E.W. 292 HEALTH CARE PLAN
(2015 Restatement)

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO PLAN PARTICIPANTS AND BENEFICIARIES

The Board of Trustees has amended the Plan Document and Summary Plan Description
("SPD"). This notice summarizes the change and its effective date.

Amendment No. 36, Effective Date May 4, 2020.

The SPD was amended to adopt the Department of Labor's regulations regarding extending
timeframes for special enrollment, COBRA coverage, submitting claims, and appealing an
adverse benefit determination.

The Department of Labor declared the period from March 1 , 2020 until sixty (60) days after the
announced end of the National Emergency surrounding COVID-19, or other such date as announced
by the Department of Labor, Internal Revenue Service, or Department of the Treasury, will be known
as the "Outbreak Period." During the Outbreak Period, the following timeframes are disregarded and
will resume at the end of the "Outbreak Period."

• The one hundred twenty (120) day deadline for filing a medical claim;
• The one hundred eighty (180) day window in which a Claimant may file an appeal of a

denial of benefits;
• The sixty (60) day window in which the Fund Office must be notified of a COBRA

qualifying event; and
• The sixty (60) day window in which you must request special enrollment under the

Plan for the circumstances listed under the Plan Document section titled "HIPAA
Special Enrollment Events."

Amendment No. 37, Effective Date May 13, 2020 (Unless Otherwise Stated).

The SPD was amended to clarify the due date for participants who are maintaining coverage by
self-contributions. Payments made in-person, by email, or by fax must be received by the Fund
Office by 3:00 p.m. on the twentieth (20th) calendar day of the month. Payments made by mail
must be received by the Fund Office by the twentieth (20th) calendar day of the month or
postmarked by the fifteenth (15th) calendar day of the month.

The SPD was amended to allow individuals who were employed by a contributing employer and
eligible for Plan coverage on the date that the premium for coverage for the following month was
due, to maintain coverage if the employer remits payment in full before the first day of the month.
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Effective April 1, 2020. the SPD was amended to allow participants who are receiving an ongoing
course of treatment from an established Blue Cross Blue Shield In-Network provider that is a
United Healthcare Out-of-Network provider, to continue receiving these services In-Network
based on usual and customary amounts established by the Plan until December 31, 2020.

The SPD was amended to clarify the use of a 40-hour workweek calculation for Loss of Time
Benefits for Apprentices.

The SPD was amended to grandfather coverage of Off-Label drug prescriptions until December
31,2020.

The SPD was amended to allow Members to use premium credits for eligibility during a period of
National or State emergency.

Effective June 24, the SPD was amended to extend 100% coverage for telehealth provider visits
until September 30, 2020.

Please retain this notice with your current copy of the Plan Document and Summary Plan
Description and insert the attached Plan contact information page and slip pages 1, 1A, 6, 6A,
7,7A, 11, HA, 20, 26A, 28B 77, 78, 111, 111A, 114, 114A, 116,116A,123,123A, and 158. to
replace the current page of the same number. If you have any questions about the Plan,
contact the Fund Office at (763) 493-8830 or 1-800-368-9045.
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i.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan Benefits at a Glance

BENEFITS AT-A-GLANCE

This handbook is both the Plan Document and Summary Plan Description of the Plan. There
is not a separate official Plan Document, so this handbook is the place to look for information
about your benefits. Eligible Individuals and beneficiaries should not rely upon any oral
description of the Plan, because the written terms of this handbook will always govern.

This handbook is current as of April 1, 2015

What's Included in the I.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan

The I.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan (the "Plan") is really an assortment of benefits including:
medical, dental, prescription drug, vision, loss of time, accidental dismemberment, and life
insurance benefits. .These benefits are offered to you because your Employer has agreed to
participate in the Plan. Some groups of Eligible Individuals onivjraye access to some of these
benefits. If you have questions about your benefits, please contact the Fund Office at: I.B.E.W.
292 Electrical Workers Fringe Benefit Funds, 6900 Wedgwood Road North, Suite 425, Maple
Grove, MN 55311. (763) 493-8830.

How Plan Benefits are Provided

Your Employer contributes funds to cover the cost of your coverage under the Plan. These
employer contributions are based on: (1) a percentage of your earnings; or (2) a pre-set
amount. Once you have worked a certain number of hours or have met other conditions your
Employer requires, you become eligible for coverage.

Benefit Summaries

Following are summaries of some of the benefits offered under the Plan. For more information,
refer to the corresponding section listed in the Table of Contents.

Medical Coverage

You and your Eligible Dependents may receive Plan benefits for covered services regardless
of whether you see a health care provider who participates in the Blue Cross Blue Shield
Network (an "in-network" provider) or any other provider (an "out-of-network" provider). If you
choose an in-network provider, however, you will frequently enjoy better plan benefits, such as
a lower coinsurance percentage, lower deductible, and lower maximum out-of-pocket limit.

Claims for covered services incurred by you or your Eligible Dependent through December 31,
2020 for an ongoing course of treatment that began prior to April 1, 2020, with a provider that
was a Blue Cross Blue Shield In-Network provider on April 1, 2020 but is a United Healthcare
Out-of-Network provider, will be covered at In-Network cost share levels based on usual and
customary amounts established by the Plan.

Dental Coverage

Delta Dental Plan of Minnesota is the state's largest provider of dental benefits, covering over
1,000,000 Minnesotans. You and your Eligible Dependents may see any dentist you choose.
However, you'll usually receive a higher level of benefits when you use a participating Delta
Dental provider.

As Amended by Amendment No. 37
I.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan (2015 Restatement)

Amendment Effective Date — April 1, 2020
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I.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan Benefits at a Glance

Delta Dental Plan of Minnesota has two networks providing benefits to Eligible Individuals of
the Plan:

4 Delta Premier Network. The Delta Premier Network is a statewide network that includes
over 96% of dentists in Minnesota; and

As Amended by Amendment No. 37
I.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan (2015 Restatement)

Amendment Effective Date — April 1, 2020
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I.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan Benefit Eligibility

which the Employee is covered under this eligibility provision count
toward meeting the Plan's other eligibility requirements. If the Employee
receives coverage under this eligibility provision and subsequently meets
the requirements for coverage under another eligibility provision, the
terms of the Employee's coverage will be governed by the Plan's other
eligibility provision beginning at the time that coverage would have
commenced under the other provision.

Dependents
Dependents of Members and Non-Bargaining Unit Employees eligible under
this eligibility provision will be covered by the Plan beginning on the first day
of the first Benefit Month in which:

• the Employee has completed and filed enrollment information with
the Fund Office notifying the Plan that the Dependent(s) meet the
Plan's definition of an Eligible Dependent; and,

• the Employee is covered by the Plan under this eligibility provision.

Continuing Eligibility

Once you become eligible under the Plan, you and your Eligible Dependents will continue to
be covered for Plan benefits if you meet certain conditions (or rules) as follows:

Members Covered Under the Inside Agreement

Eligibility
through
Contributions
and Premium
Credit Account

A Member will remain eligible for benefits under the Plan if:

• The Member remains actively employed as a Bargaining Unit
Employee covered by the Inside Agreement, and

• The Member has accumulated .enough Premium Credits in the
Benefit Month before the month in which coverage is sought. The
Trustees establish the amount of Premium Credits necessary to
maintain coverage under the Plan.

A Member who loses employment with a Contributing Employer and is
actively available and seeking work (as evidenced by the Member signing
the "out-of-work" book maintained by the Union hiring hall), may continue
coverage under this Plan without a lapse by application of the Member's
Premium Credits credited to the Member's Premium Credit account or, as
further indicated below, by paying Self-Contributions.

During a period of National or State emergency, as determined in the sole
discretion of the Trustees, a Member who is referred to a Contributing
Employer but has no work hours for which employer contributions are due
to the Plan on behalf of the Member, may, without signing the "out-of-
work" book, continue coverage under this Plan without a lapse in coverage
by application of the Member's Premium Credits credited to the Member's
Premium Credit account or, as further indicated below, by paying Self-
Contributions.

As Amended by Amendment No. 37
I.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan (2015 Restatement)

Amendment Effective Date — May 13, 2020
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.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan Benefit Eligibiiity

Important Note: Since eligibility is always on a "whole-month" basis, the
premium must be received from your Employer in the month prior to
the month for which coverage is required in order to be added to your
Premium Credit Account.

As Amended by Amendment No. 37
I.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan (2015 Restatement)

Amendment Effective Date — May 13, 2020
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i.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan Benefit Eligibility

SeSf-
Contributions

If a Member does not have enough Premium Credits to maintain coverage,
the Member can maintain coverage by timely paying Self-Contributions to
the Plan in the amount necessary to maintain coverage (after the Member's
Premium Credits, if any, have been first applied to the cost). Payments
made in-person, by email, or by fax must be received by the Fund Office
by 3:00 p.m. on the twentieth (20th) calendar day of the month. Payments
made by mail must be received by the Fund Office by the twentieth (20th)
calendar day of the month or postmarked by the fifteenth (15th) calendar
day of the month.

In order to be eligible to make Self-Contributions, a Member must also:

•» Not be referred by the Union to a job which is not covered by the
Collective Bargaining Agreement (see the limited exception below);

• Not be eligible to participate in the Retiree Program at retirement;
and

• Be actively available and seeking work as evidenced by records of
the Union hiring hall.

The following additional rules apply for Seif-Contributions:

• The amount of Self-Contributions is determined from time to time
by the Trustees;

• The Plan will notify the Member in writing of the Self-Contributions
amount necessary to continue eiigibility.

• After receiving Employer remittance reports for a given
month, the Fund Office will notify Eligible Members whose
Premium Credits are insufficient to provide more than one
month of additional coverage unless additional Employer
Contributions are received in the next month, that a Self-
Contribution will be required to continue coverage for the
second full month following the date of the notice;

• After receiving Employer remittance reports for a given month
(for calendar months beginning more than one calendar
month after your Initial Eligibility Date), those Eligible
Members who do not have enough Premium Credits to
provide coverage for the following month will be issued a Self-
Contribution billing for the following month.

This notice will provide Eligible Members with the option of
deducting the Self-Contribution amount from a certain portion of
their account balances under the Electrical Workers Local No. 292
Defined Contribution and 401 (k) Plan or the Supplemental
Unemployment Benefits Plan.

As Amended by Amendment No. 37
I.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan (2015 Restatement)

Amendment Effective Date — May 13, 2020
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.B.E.W. 292 Heaith Care Plan Benefit Eligibility

In any event, coverage will stop on the 1st day of the month if the
Member has not yet made the Self-Contribution for that month but
will be retroactive to that 1st day if you pay before the end of that
month.

As Amended by Amendment No. 37
I.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan (2015 Restatement)

Amendment Effective Date — May 13, 2020
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i.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan Benefit Eligibility

^ To return to coverage, the Eligible Individual must apply for
reinstatement with the Fund Office. The Eligible Individual must
provide proof satisfactory to the Plan that the Eligible Individual and
their Eligible Dependents have been continuously covered under
the spouse's group health plan from the date of termination of
coverage under this Plan until the date of reinstatement.

Employees Covered Under Accumulated Service
Eligibility For Medical Coverage Only

Continuing
Eligibility

Employees covered under the provision of this Plan entitled "Accumulated
Service Eligibility For Medical Coverage Only" will remain eligible as long
as:

• Your Employer remains a Contributing Employer;

• You remain actively employed (in a classification under which you
could receive coverage from the Plan under its other eligibility
conditions) for the Contributing Employer for whom you worked
when you became eligible;

• The Plan receives from you the necessary Contributions by the due
date specified by the Trustees; and

^ The Trustees have not been required to terminate participation of
your Employer in order to preserve the Plan's integrity or tax exempt
status.

Please note that an Employee wiil be considered "actively employed" for eligibility purposes
through the last day of the month for which the Contributing Employer makes their final timely
Contributions on behalf of the Employee.

Eligibility During Disability

• Member

• Disability Occurring During Self-Contribution Eliciibility. if you are an Eligible
Member and become Totally Disabled while your eligibility for Plan benefits is being
maintained, you will be entitled to disability benefit credits under this "Eligibility
During Disability" section.

• Non-Occupational Disability. If you are a Member who is Totally Disabled as a result
of a non-occupational injury or sickness and unable to accumulate the required
number of Premium Credits from employment to maintain eligibility for benefits, you
will be granted disability benefit credits during the period of your Total Disability
according to the following:

> You must meet each of the following requirements:

• You must already be eligible for benefits in the Benefit Month in which
you become Totally Disabled;

-4s Amended by Amendment No. 37
I.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan (2015 Restatement)

Previously amended by Amendment No. 21
Amendment Effective Date — May 13, 2020
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.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Pian Benefit EIigibiiity

You must have enough Premium Credits or employer contributions in
the Eligibility Month in which you become Totally Disabled to satisfy the

As Amended by Amendment No. 37
I.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan (2015 Restatement)

Amendment Effective Date — May 13, 2020
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I.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan Medical Coverage

MEDICAL COVERAGE

If you have questions about the Medical Coverage under the Plan, please contact the Fund
Office.

Freedom of Choice

You may choose either an "in-network" provider that participates in the BiueCard® program, or
an "out-of-network" provider, which is any other provider. Choosing an in-network provider will
give you a higher level of coverage and lower costs. The Plan's network is provided through
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Minnesota®.

Claims for covered services incurred by you or your Eligible Dependent through December 31,
2020 for an ongoing course of treatment that began prior to April 1, 2020, with a provider that
was a Blue Cross Blue Shield In-Network provider on April 1, 2020 but is a United Healthcare
Out-of-Network provider, will be covered at In-Network cost share levels based on usual and
customary amounts established by the Plan.

BlueLinl< TPA

BlueLink TPA is a secure online member center, to help you understand your health plan, view
and track claims, see account balances, find . a provider and more. Register at
myblueiinktpamn.com to obtain access 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, at no cost to you.

Online Care Anywhere

Online Care Anywhere is a convenient, online health care service that lets you get online
medical advice with no appointments. Through Online Care Anywhere, you can talk live to
health care professionals who can answer questions, make online diagnoses, and prescribe
medications. To access Online Care Anywhere, visit www.onlinecareanywheremn.com. You

are responsible for a $10 copayment each time you use Online Care Anywhere.

Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act

Notwithstanding anything in the Plan to the contrary, the Plan will comply with the Genetic
Information Nondiscrimination Act.

Schedule of Benefits

The Schedule of Benefits summarizes the medical benefits available to you and your Eligible
Dependents for covered non-occupational Injuries or Illness. Occupational Illnesses or Injuries
may also be covered by this Plan if you have signed a subrogation and reimbursement
agreement and have been denied, worker's compensation benefits. Contact the Fund Office if
you have questions about coverage for occupational Injuries or Illnesses.

Any payments made on behalf of an Eligible Individual at anytime during a Calendar Year
under this Plan or any other medical plans of the Fund will be used in determining an Eligible
Individual's remaining Calendar Year benefit.

As Amended by Amendment No. 37
I.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan (2015 Restatement)

Amendment Effective Date — April 1, 2020
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l.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan
a

Medical Coverage

Telehealth-Only Visits

In-Network

100% of Covered Expenses

Out-of-Network

None - but subject to
deductible and coinsurance

•-4 Effective March 19, 2020 through March 31, 2020, in-network telehealth services
received through Doctor on Demand will be covered at 100% (no member cost share).
Out-of-network telehealth services for this period will be covered and subject to out-of-
network office visit cost sharing (deductible andcoinsurance).

• Effective April 1, 2020, telemedicine services received through Teladoc will be covered
at 100% (no member cost share). Out-of-network telehealth semces received on or
after April 1, 2020 will be covered and subject to out-of-network office visit cost sharing
(deductible and coinsurance).

Physician Telehealth
Visits

In-Network

100% Of Covered Expenses

Out-of-Network

None - but subject to
deductible and coinsurance

4 Effective April 1, 2020 through September 30, 2020, in-network physician telehealth
visits wil! be covered at 100% (no member cost share). Out-of-network physician
telehealth visits will be covered and subject to out-of-network office visit cost sharing
(deductible and coinsurance).

As Amended by Amendment No. 37
I.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan (2015 Restatement)

Previously amended by Amendment No. 35
Amendment Effective Date — June 24, 2020
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I.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan Medical Coverage

Compound Drug Control
Program;

For more information on the
Compound Drug Control
Program, please contact
Prime Therapeutics at 877-
357-7463
"Off-Label" Prescription
Drug Coverage:

NOTE: Diabetic supplies
and 'syringes which can
through the prescription
limitations.

Compound drugs, both prescription and nonprescription,
are not a covered benefit under the Plan.

Until 11:59 p.m. Central Time on December 31, 2020, the
Plan will continue to process, as a Covered Expense, "Off-
Label" drug use that was prescribed and processed as a
Covered Expense under the Plan prior to April 1, 2020,
provided that:

<» The prescription drug is FDA approved for at least
one indication, and

• The prescription is medically necessary.

"Off-Label" drug use is a prescription by a Provider, acting
within the scope of the Provider's licensure, for a U.S. Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) approved drug for treatment
or a patient population that is not included in the FDA
approved labeling.

such as glucose monitors, insulin, insulin hypodermic needles
3e purchased either directly and reimbursed by the Plan, or
drug program are subject to the prescription drug benefit

As Amended by Amendment No. 37
I.B.E. W. 292 Health Care Plan (2015 Restatement)

Previously Amended by Amendment Nos. 8, 15, and 23
Amendment Effective Date — May 13, 2020
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l.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan Loss of Time Benefits

disability payments, you will be required to provide proof of application to Social Security at
twenty-six (26) weeks and every six (6) months thereafter. If you do not provide this proof,
disability payments will cease. This benefit is subject to a fifty-two (52) week cap per
occurrence of Total Disability and a lifetime maximum of one hundred four (104) weeks. If you
sustain an additional injury while collecting disability benefits the maximum benefit aggregate
period for which you may receive loss of time benefits is fifty-two (52) weeks.

The amount of your weekly benefit is based on the cause of your Total Disability
below:

as shown

Work-Related Injury or Sickness

Disability Period

Second and Third Days of First Week

Maximum Rate

Reimbursed at the current .Minnesota
unempioyment' weekly rate provided the second
and third days are not paid under Workers'

_L. Compensation

Non-Oceupational injuiy or Sickness

Disabiltty Period

W^eks 1, Through !6

Weeks 7 Through 52.

Waiting Period Before
Benefits Will Be Paid

7 Days (If Confined to a
Hospital overnight.
because of iiiness ~
None)

None

IVIaximum Rate

Paid at the Lesser of: 65% of the E!igib!e
Employee's or Apprentice's actual
weekly wage based on a 40-hour
workweek, or 65% of current average
journeyman wireman's weekly wage.
Paid at 100% of the current effective
Minnesota unemployment compensation
weekly rate for the Eligible Employee.

Reduction for Social Security Benefits

Loss of tjme benefits from the Plan will be reduced if the Eligible Employee receives disability
benefits from the Social Security Administration while receiving loss of time benefits. That
means if the award from Social Security is equa! to or exceeds the benefits otherwise payable
under the Pian, the Eligible Employee will not be entitled to weekly loss of time benefits under
this Plan. In addition, if an Eligible Employee receives an award from the Social Security
Administration'for a period of time during which you had already received weekly loss of time
benefits, the Eligible Employee will be required to refund to the Plan an amount equal to the
iesser of:

^ The amount of loss of time benefits you received under this Plan during that time; or

^ The amount of Social Security disability benefits you received during that time.

For example, imagine Joe applies for Social Security disability benefits in January. He is
already receiving loss of time benefits from the Plan in the amount of $325 a week. The Social

As Amended by Amendment No. 37
I.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan (2015 Restatement)

Previously amended by Amendment Nos. 14 and 21
Amendment Effective Date — May 13, 2020
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I.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan Loss of Time Benefits

Security Administration approves benefits for him in the amount of $100 a week on June 1,
and backdates this award to January 1 (22 weeks), or $2,200. Since Joe received $2,200 from
the Social Security Administration, and it is less than the amount paid by the Plan ($325 a week
for 22 weeks, or $7,150), he must repay the Plan $2,200.

The Fund will apply any amount an Eligible Employee is required to refund against future
benefits payable under this Plan.

Reduction for Wage Loss Coverage

Loss of time benefits from the Plan will be reduced if the Eligible Employee receives benefits
from any wage loss coverage that may be provided through an automobile policy, motor vehicle
policy, homeowner's policy, premises insurance policy, or any other type of insurance coverage
that provides benefits for the loss of wages. That means if the loss of wages benefits received
are equal to or exceed the loss of time benefits otherwise payable under the Plan, the Eligible
Employee will not be entitled to weekly loss of time benefits under'this Plan.

The Plan may require that an Eligibie Individual show that he or she has made a reasonable
effort to find out if there is another applicable insurance policy before loss of time benefits will
be paid by the Plan. Wage loss benefits that might otherwise be payable under, another
insurance policy will not be paid by the Plan merely because the Eligible Individual has not
made a claim under the other insurance policy.

Reduction for Pension Benefits

Loss of time benefits from the Plan will be reduced if the Eligible Employee has commenced
benefits under the provisions of a pension plan negotiated or sponsored by the I.B.E.Wwhile
receiving loss of time benefits. That means if the pension benefits received are-equai to or
exceed the loss'of time benefits otherwise payable under the Plan, the Eligible Employee wiil
not be entitled to weekly loss of time benefits under this Plan. ;, . ;

When Benefits Begin

Weekly disability benefits for a non-occupational Injury or Illness will begin: ;- .

» On the eighth (8th) day of Total Disability due to an Injury; - .

• On the eighth (8th) day for a Total Disability due to Sickness when not hospitalized; or

• On the first day if hospitalized due to Sickness or Injury before the eighth (8th) day of
Sickness or Injury.

For Total Disability due to occupational Injury or Sickness, benefits will begin effective on the
second (2nd) day of Total Disability after the Plan receives notification of Workers'
Compensation approval.

As Amended by Amendment No. 37
I.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan (2015 Restatement)

Previously amended by Amendment Nos. 17 and 21
Amendment Effective Date — May 13, 2020
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i.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan Ciaiming Your Benefits

CLAIMING YOUR BENEFITS

Rules Governing Payment of Medical Benefits

The following rules affect the payment of benefits for this Plan:

• The Plan may pay benefits for services received at an in-network (Blue Cross Blue Shield)
facility directly to the providers (hospitals, clinics and physicians). Generally, the Plan may
also pay benefits for services received at an out-of-network facility directly to the providers.
The only exception to this is if you have not directed the Plan to make payment to your
providers (see the following bullet).

• Claims for covered services incurred by you or your Eligible Dependent through December
31, 2020 for an ongoing course of treatment that began prior to April 1, 2020, with a
provider that was a Blue Cross Blue Shield In-Network provider on April 1, 2020 but is a
United Healthcare Out-of-Network provider, will be covered at In-Network cost share
levels based on usual and customary amounts established by the Plan.

• An Eligible Individual, in most cases, can direct the Plan to make payment for benefits the
Plan has determined to be payable directly to Physicians, ambulance sen/Jces,
laboratories, etc. This means that the Eligible Individual signs a form that tells the Plan
Administrator to pay the Physician, laboratory, etc. directly. If such a request is made, the
Plan Administrator will make the payment to the provider as directed, and will not make
payments to the Eligible Individual. If there is a circumstance in which the Plan does not
accept such a request, the Plan will make payment to the Eligible Individual and the
Eligible Individual in turn must pay the provider. In such a case, the Plan will only make
payment once and the Eligible Individual will be obligated to make payment to the provider.

Note: If the; Plan pays benefits to a provider, and the Eligible Individual also pays the provider,
any reimbursement, due to you must be collected from the provider, not the Plan, Although the
Plan may make payments directly to providers, such payments do not make a provider an
assignee for any purposes or otherwise confer on the provider any rights under the Plan orERISA.
Any attempt to assign rights or benefits to a third party is null and void absent written consent by
the Plan.

• Benefit charges to providers will be paid as follows:

• Participating Providers: For benefit charges incurred with participating providers,
the Plan will pay a discounted amount. These providers have agreed to accept
payment from the Plan as payment in full, except for applicable co-payments,
deductibles, coinsurance, maximum benefit limitations or other similar limitations
under the Plan;

• Non-Participatinfl Providers located within the cieographic area of Blue Cross Blue
Shield Minnesota AWARE Network: For benefit charges incurred with
nonparticipating providers within the geographic area of the Blue Cross Blue Shield
Minnesota AWARE Network, the Plan will pay the Reasonable and Customary
Charge, or if applicable, a separately negotiated amount to the non-participating
provider. You will be responsible for applicable co-payments, deductibles,
coinsurance, maximum benefit limitations or other similar limitations under the Plan
and may be balance billed by the non-participating provider; and

• Non-Participatinfl Providers located outside the geooraphic area of Blue Cross
Blue Shield Minnesota AWARE Network: Benefit charges incurred with

As Amended by Amendment No. 37
I.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan (2015 Restatement)

Previously Amended by Amendment No. 3
Amendment Effective Date — April 1, 2020
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I.B.E.W. 291HeaithCarePian Ciaiming Your Benefits

nonparticipating providers outside the geographic area of the Blue Cross Blue
Shield Minnesota AWARE Network will come through Blue Cross' Blue Card
program. The Plan will pay the Reasonable and Customary Charge as determined
by the Blue Card Host Plan in the Blue Card system or, if applicable, an amount
separately negotiated amount to the non-participating providers. Eligible

As Amended by Amendment No. 37
LB.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan (2015 Restatement)

Amendment Effective Date — April 1, 2020
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I.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan Claiming Your Benefits

Notice and Proof of Medical Claim and Claim Filing Deadline

Medical claims must be submitted to the Fund Office, by the earlier of either: (i) within one hundred
twenty (120) days of the date a service covered by the Plan is rendered, a supply is used or
delivered to the Claimant, or, in the case of an inpatient facility stay, a Claimant's admission; or (ii)
any claim filing deadline prescribed in the health care provider's applicable Provider Network
Agreement, unless the Claimant can show it was not reasonably possible to do so and the Claimant
files the claim as soon as possible. Each claim must provide sufficient personal information, a
description of the Injury or Sickness, and any itemized bills for treatment or other required forms
that help to provide proof of the injury. Except when the Claimant is legally incapacitated, no
benefits will ever be paid for medical claims submitted to the Fund Office more than 15 months
after the date the claim was incurred.

Effective May 4, 2020, the Department of Labor declared the period from March 1, 2020 until sixty
(60) days after the announced end of the National Emergency surrounding COVID-19, or other
such date as announced by the Department of Labor, Internal Revenue Service, or Department of
the Treasury, will be known as the "Outbreak Period." During the Outbreak Period, the one hundred
twenty (120) day deadline for filing a medical claim is disregarded and resumes at the end of the
Outbreak Period.

CLAIMS APPEAL (FOR ALL BENEFITS}

Time Limits for Deciding Claims.

• Claims Requiring Preauthorization (also called Pre-Service Claims). If the Plan states
that a procedure requires preauthorization before it will be treated as a Covered Expense, the
Eligible Individual or Beneficiary (also called a "Claimant") must submit the claim pr the
suggested course of treatment to the Fund Office well in advance of the service or treatment
being performed. When a claim is submitted for which preauthorization is required, the Plan
will notify the Claimant if the claim is authorized within 15 days of the Plan receiving the claim.
If the Plan needs additional time in which to determine whether the claim is a covered expense,
it can extend its determination for up to an additional fifteen (15) days as long as the Plan
notifies the Claimant of its need for an extension within fifteen (15) days of the Plan receiving
the claim. If the Plan's need for the extension is due to the Claimant's failure to provide the
Plan with all the information it needs to process the claim, the Claimant will have forty-five (45)
days after the Plan asks for additional information in order to give the additional information to
the Plan. If the Claimant failed to follow the Plan's procedures for filing the claim, the Plan will
notify the Claimant of this failure within five (5) days of it receiving the claim.

Pre-Service Claims are those claims for which a Claimant's receipt of a benefit from the Plan
is conditioned, in whole or in part, on approval from the Plan prior to the Claimant receiving
the medical care.

• Urgent Care Claims. The Plan will waive its pre-authorization requirements if a Claimant has
emergency services performed that would otherwise be covered under the Plan (this is also
known as "urgent care"). The Claimant or the provider, however, must notify the Fund Office
as soon as reasonably possible after the services are performed. The Claimant will not be
penalized for failing to obtain a pre-authorization in an emergency situation, but the Plan will
only pay the Reasonable and Customary Charge for services that are determined to be
Medically Necessary.

An emergency (or urgent care) claim is a claim which: (a) involves a procedure that requires
preauthorization under the Plan either in a pre-service situation or for an extension of care in
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a concurrent care situation; and (b) if applying the pre-authorization time frames for
determining the claim could seriously jeopardize the life or health of the Claimant, seriously
jeopardize the ability of the Claimant to regain maximum function, or would subject the
Claimant to severe pain without the treatment that is the subject of the claim.
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• If the Plan relied on an internal rule, guideline or protocol in making the decision, provide a
description of such rule, guideline or protocol;

4 If the claim decision was based on a medical necessity or experimental treatment exclusion,
provide an explanation of the scientific or clinical judgment relied upon for the determination;
and

^ If your claim for benefits is denied based upon a disability determination, the notice will provide
an explanation of the basis for agreeing or disagreeing with the following:

• The views presented by the Claimant to the Plan of health care professionals treating the
Claimant and vocational professionals who evaluated the Claimant;

s The review of rnedicsl or vocational experts whose advice was obtained on behalf of the
Plan in connection with a Claimant's adverse benefit determination, without regard to
whether the advice was relied upon in making the benefit determination; and

» A disabiSity determination regarding the Claimant made by the Social Security
Administration if such determination is presented by the Claimant to the Plan.

Right to Appeal

Any CIaifnant who applies for benefits under this Plan and is ruled ineligible or not qualified by the
Trustees (or by an authorized representative acting for.the Trustees) or who believes he or she did
not receive the full amount of benefits to which he or she is entitied, or who is otherwise adversely
affected by any action of the Trustees or their authorized representatives, has the right to file an
appeal. . .

No Claimant may assign any right to appeal benefit denials or any causes of action that may arise
after the denial of benefits to any person or entity, including a provider. Any attempt to do so will
be null and void.

Appeal Procedure

• A Claimant wishing to appeal a denial of benefits, and/or the Claimant's authorized
representative, must file the Claimant's appeal in writing at the Fund Office not more than one
hundred eighty (180) days after the date on which notice of the action which is being appealed
was mailed to the Claimant's last known address. Mail or fax that written claim appeal to Plan
Administrator Carla Gruetzmacher, I.B.E.W. 292 Health Care Plan, 6900 Wedgwood Road
North, Suite 425, Maple Grove, MN 55311, (763) 416-6196 (fax), or (763) 493-8830 (phone).

Effective May 4, 2020, the Department of Labor declared the period from March 1, 2020 until
sixty (60) days after the announced end of the National Emergency surrounding COVID-19, or
other such date as announced by the Department of Labor, Internal Revenue Service, or
Department of the Treasury, will be known as the "Outbreak Period." During the Outbreak
Period, the one hundred eighty (180) day window in which a Claimant may file an appeal of a
denial of benefits is disregarded and resumes at the end of the Outbreak Period.

^ The Claimant has the right to compose a claim appeal which explains why the Claimant
believes the claim should be reviewed.
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• The Claimant has the right to attach any additional information which the Claimant believes
will help a favorable decision to be made on the Claimant's claim.
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benefits only. However, you may elect separately for life insurance coverage, either along with the
Medical Plan or as a separate life insurance-only election.

Notification Responsibilities

Eligible Individuals must notify the Fund Office of a divorce or legal separation or if a child
loses dependent status. The Fund Office must be notified within sixty (60) days of the date of the
qualifying event or within sixty (60) days of the date coverage would end for any person, whichever
date is later. In notifying the Fund Office, an Eligible Individual must provide documented evidence
of the COBRA qualifying event. In the case of a divorce or legal separation, an Eligible Individuai
must provide a copy of the divorce or legal separation decree or other document verifying the
divorce or legal separation is finai and the date it became final. In the case of loss of dependent
status, documentation of the. loss of dependent status and the date it occurred.

An Eligible Employee's employer must notify the Fund Office within thirty (30) days of any other
qualifying event that could cause loss of coverage. An Eligible Employee or Eligible .Dependent
should always notify the Fund Office when a qualifying event occurs to ensure receipt of all
information on Continuation Coverage. An Eiigible Employee or Eligible Dependent may be
responsibie for repaying the.Plan';f the Plan pays benefits on behalf of a person who is no longer
eligibie (see "Definitions" for information about Eligible Individuais) and the Fund Office cannot
recover the overpaid amounts in any other way.

Effectiv&May 4, 2020, the Department of Labor declared the period from March 1, 2020 untji sixty
(60) days after the announced end of the National Emergency surrounding COViD-19, oc other
such date as announced by the Department of Labor, Internal Revenue Sen/ice, or Department of
the Treasury, will be known as the "Outbreak Period," During the Outbreak Period, the sixty (60)
day window in which the Fund Office must be notified of a COBRA qualifying event is disregarded
and resumes at the end of the Outbreak Period;

Maximum Coverage

Eighteen (18) months is the maximum period of time an Eligible Individual can have Continuation
Coverage if the continued coverage is the resuitofthe Employee's termination or reduction in hours
of employment. This maximum period can only be extended if an Eligible Employee or any Eligible
Dependent is disabled when Continuation Coverage is elected, or becomes disabled within the first
sixty (60) days of this coverage. In this situation, Continuation Coverage may be extended for a
period of up to twenty-nine (29) months. "Disabled" means becoming entitled to disability benefits
under the Social Security Act.

Thirty-six (36) months is the maximum period of time that Eligible Dependents can have COBRA
Continuation Coverage if a qualifying event occurs, other than termination or reduction in hours of
employment. Thirty-six (36) months is also the maximum period of time that Eligible Dependents
can have COBRA Continuation Coverage if one or more new qualifying events occur to the person
while covered under COBRA Continuation Coverage.

For example, suppose that the Eligible Employee's death occurs while you are making COBRA
continuation coverage payments due to reduced hours. The Eligible Dependents had been covered
under Continuation Coverage for six months before the death. Since the Eligible Employee's death
is a qualifying event for his or her Eligible Dependents, the Spouse elects to continue coverage by
making COBRA continuation of coverage payments for Eligible Family Members. The Spouse may
continue coverage for an additional thirty (30) months (maximum: thirty-six (36) months minus six
(6) months in which COBRA continuation of coverage payments have already been paid, leaving
the remaining thirty (30) months [36 - 6 = 30]).
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Then, after your Spouse has continued coverage for an additional fourteen (14) months, one
Dependent Child loses Dependent status. This qualifying event entitles the Child to a
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HiPAA Special Enrollment Events

Notwithstanding any other provision of the Plan to the contrary, effective April 1, 2009, an Eligible
Individual or his or her Dependent is entitled to special enrollment rights under Plan as required by
HIPAA under either of the following circumstances:

• The Eligible Individual's or his or her Dependent's coverage under a Medicaid plan or under a
state children's health insurance program is terminated, as a result of loss of eligibility for such |
coverage and the Eligible Individual requests coverage under the Plan not later than sixty (60) j
days after the date of termination of such coverage.

4 The Eligible Individual or Dependent becomes eligible for a state premium assistance subsidy
from a Medicaid plan or through a state children's health insurance program with respect to
coverage under the Plan and the Eligible Individual requests coverage under the Plan not later
than sixty (60) days after the date the Eligible Individual or Dependent is determined to be
eligible for such assistance.

Effective May 4, 2020, the Department of Labor declared the period from March 1, 2020 until sixty
(60) days after the announced end of the National Emergency surrounding COV!D-19, or other
such date as announced by the Department of Labor, Internal Revenue Service, or Department of
the Treasury, will be known as the. "Outbreak Period." During the Outbreak Period, the sixty (60)
day window in which you must request special enrollment under the Plan for the circumstances
listed above is disregarded and resumes at the end of the Outbreak Period.
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